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PED-131.9000 Workshop master as a
learning instructor
Session 1
Tiina Pylkkönen (ARTS) and Kirsti Keltikangas (ELEC)

Timetable
9:15–9:45
9:45–10:30

Welcome
What makes a good workshop master?

10:30-11:30

Interaction in learning and teaching
Giving feedback
Sini Vihma
Tasks + next steps

11:30-11:50
11:50-12:00

6.4.2020
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Learning outcomes for this course
After the course you will be able to
 observe the workshop environment from the learning perspective
 identify aspects to support students' learning process
 recognise ways to support students' study motivation
 identify your role as a workshop master
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Course structure
Session 1:
6.4.2020
Interaction and
feedback in
learning and
teaching

Session 2:
21.4.2020
Approaches to
learning and diverse
learners
1. Reading
assignment
Small group
meeting

Session 3:
4.5.2020
Student well-being:
factors affecting
success in studies
– student profiles

Session 4:
8.6.2020
Issues related to
learning & motivation;
practical tips

2. Reading
assignment
Small group
meeting
3. Pedagogical observations (two)

6.4.2020
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How to complete the course
 Participating in the teaching sessions
 Doing the coursework
– reading assignments (two)
– teaching observations and giving written feedback (two)
– reflective write-up of half to one page (two, group work)
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Participant’s workload
A. Teaching sessions

12 h

B. Learning assignments (all together) 14 h
a) Reading assignment x 2
4h
b) Teaching observation x 2
6h
c) Reflective write-up x 2
4h
C. Working in peer groups (2 meetings) 10 h
D. Reflection & working independently 18 h
__________________________________________________________
Total
54 h
(2 credits)
(one credit is equivalent to a workload of 27 h)

6.4.2020
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”Cocktail-party”
In breakout rooms, share these questions with each other:
1.Your name & team
2.You came to this course because…

Your expectations (quotes)










Saada opiskelijat osallistumaan aktiivisesti ja kyselemään
Oppia ja kehittyä omassa ohjaamisessa työpajan näkökulmasta.
Saada työkaluja, miten arvioida omaa toimintaa ja kehittää sitä
Haluan oppia ohjaamaan paremmin opiskelijoita ja ottamaan enemmän
huomioon opiskelijan oppimisprosessia.
I personally want to improve my instruction capabilities
…haluaisin ehdottomasti tarkastella asiaa myös pajalla tapahtuvan käytännön
oppimisen näkökulmasta voidakseni tukea tilassa tapahtuvaa opetusta.
ymmärtää motivoinnin ja kiitoksen merkitys työsuorituksen parantajana
Yrittää ymmärtää akateemisia opetuksen ja oppimisen tavoitteita.
Integrate more useful teaching methods that are preferably proven to be
effective with underlying research

6.4.2020
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What makes a good workshop master?
What are the elements and capabilities that make
”a good workshop master”?
Step 1 (5 min):
 Write down each element or capability on a separate sticky
note.

Describing a ”prototype” of a good
workshop master
Step 2 (~ 15 min):
 Share your thoughts with your group (~15 min)
 Use flinga to record your thoughts
@https://flinga.fi/s/FDG4GL5
Step 3 (~15 min):
 Describe the workshop master that has the attributes and
capabilities you have discovered
 You can personalise your prototype: give her/him a name, age
etc.
 Prepare to present your group work (max 5 min/group)
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Conceptions of teaching and learning: why is it important to be
aware of them?
The teacher’s own conception of learning has an impact on their choices of
teaching methods
If you want to develop your teaching, it is vital to know what to develop
 Different conceptions may lead to different teaching methods—and
different methods may lead to different learning results
International students may be accustomed to different teaching and learning
methods, so they expect different kinds of teaching
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Short break!
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Interaction:
Why and how?

Interaction in teaching: why?
 The fundamental rationale is to improve students’ learning
 Here interaction refers to the types of exchanges
(communication) that are believed to extend thinking and
enhance learning
 According to this view, learners develop understanding
– in interactive and social situations
– with the help of and in collaboration with others
Vygotsky 1972; Bruner 1986; Britton 1970; Wells 1986; Norman 1992; Barnes & Todd 1995; Mercer
1995 (in discourse: Gumperz 1982; Chafe 1982; Tannen 1989; Levinson 2006)
6.4.2020
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Interaction
When dealing with social information
we observe the situation

we consider optional
courses of action

we interpret
we consider the
wisest course of
action

we set a goal
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Attention level / enthusiasm

Attention vs. rhythm of teaching
15–20 min

Time

45 min

E.g., Johnson, A. & Proctor, R. W. 2004. Attention, theory and practise
6.4.2020
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zzz…

?
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Examples of how to arrange interaction
Between teacher
and student

Teacher led group
discussion

Discussion in pairs

Group discussion;
teacher coordinates

Group discussion, led
by the students

Group
instruction
Personal instruction
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Interaction: to promote learning

Constructive discussion of
difficult issues

Deep processing of
the learned subjects

Remember
the code of
conduct

Fair/equal participation
Positive and safe atmosphere
6.4.2020
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Open questions to stimulate thinking

(Aarnio& Enqvist2002)

Can you explain what you have done so far?
What are you aiming for? (intermediate results in the problem)
How do you consider…?
What is it based on...?
What does it mean...? / What is the meaning of...?
How do you understand...?
What is it all about...?
How do you explain…?
How is it in your point of view…?
What are the consequences of...?
What if...?
What is this… connected to?
How do you feel about...?
What do you think you are going to do...?
What kind of actions…?
6.4.2020

Short break!
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Feedback

What type of feedback have you received?
Recall a feedback session and analyse it:
 How was the situation?
 Who gave/received the feedback?
 How did you feel about it?
 What was good/not so good in the situation?
 Did you learn something from it?
Discuss and share them in groups of two or three
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Feedback
What is feedback about?

What does feedback mean?

 Task
 Process

 Motivational: influences beliefs
and willingness to participate
 Reinforcement: rewards
specific behaviour
 Informational: aims to change
performance to a particular
direction

Hattie, J. and Timperley, H. (2007) The Power of
Feedback. Review in Educational Research.

Nelson, M. M., & Schunn, C. D. (2009). The nature of
feedback: How different types of peer feedback affect
writing performance. Instructional Science, 37(4), 375–
401.
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Constructive feedback†
 Relevant, tailored

– addresses the performance/process that it is meant to address
– designed to meet the individual actor’s specific needs and circumstances

 Factual

– based on actual achievement/performance

 Confidential
 Encouraging

– motivates to continue and increase efforts

 Immediate (some studies‡ show that delayed feedback has its benefits too)
– provided as soon as information is available

 Helpful

– provides suggestions for improvement of teaching and learning

 Respectful

– respects actors’ integrity and needs
† e.g., Martha N. Ovando, (1994),"Constructive Feedback", International Journal of
Educational Management, 8(6), 19–22.
‡ Mullet, H. G., Butler, A. C., Verdin, B., von Borries, R., & Marsh, E. J. (2014). Delaying
feedback promotes transfer of knowledge despite student preferences to receive feedback
immediately. Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition, 3(3), 222–229.

6.4.2020
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Offering feedback
Your message should be in the tone: I appreciate you and what
you have done and whatever else I say should be taken in this
context.
 Be realistic
 Be sensitive to the goals of the recipient: LISTEN
 Be timely!!
 Be descriptive
 Don’t be judgemental
 Be positive
Adapted from Boud, D. (1991) Implementing Student Self Assessment. HERDSA
Green Guide. No. 5. Second Edition. Sydney: HERDSA. Revised October 1994.
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Examples (1/2)
Constructive

Unconstructive/destructive

Is about an issue/action
 E.g. Up to here everything is fine… now let me
see… ah, there’s an error here.

Is about the person
 E.g. Can’t you understand when I tell you…?

Justifies the views
 E.g. Consider this from the point of view of…

Contains judgements (good/bad)
 E.g. You don’t know what you’re talking about.

Is useful for development
 E.g. You did this part correctly, and practice
this part some more…

Does not necessarily benefit anyone
 E.g. How stupid can you be...

Takes into account the recipient’s state of
development, situation, ability to receive
feedback, etc.
 Confirm the situation: Can you explain what
you have done…? What do you think about
this…?

Does not take the recipient into account, is given
only from the evaluator’s perspective
 Assume you know the situation: This is how
it is, nothing you say will change my mind…

6.4.2020
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Examples (2/2)
Constructive

Unconstructive/destructive

States observations
 E.g. This is what I observed... This looks
like… I think this is…

Makes subjective conclusions / interpretations
 E.g. This is what you did. This went like this
because...

Two-way process, the recipient has an
opportunity to respond
 E.g. Do you think that you understood what I
meant… I hope I understood your question
correctly...? Could you elaborate...?

One-way process, no chance to answer or reflect
 E.g. This is how it was, and that’s it.
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Additional material: Principles of effective
feedback (1/3)
1. Feedback is ongoing and
integral part of
assessment/course

4. Students are engaged in the
process
– feedback enables development of selfassessment skills: not too detailed and
specific.

– relevant, timely, fit for purpose, informs
the process of learning
5. Content and level of feedback
– constructively aligned with intended
– focuses on what, how, and why
learning outcomes
– suggestions on how to improve
– takes students’ level of understanding into
2. Feedback guidance is explicit
account
– clarifies assessment criteria, is explicit
6. Training in feedback/forward is an
about the criteria of quality

3. Feed-forward is emphasized
more than feedback activities
– feedback is on work in progress

integral part of a course

– feedback facilitates relationship building
between lectures and students
– peer feedback
– training in how to peer- and self-assess

Evans (2013)

6.4.2020
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Additional material: Concrete actions to
ensure students receive useful feedback (2/3)
1. Ensure an appropriate range and choice of assessment opportunities throughout a
programmme of study;
2. Ensure that guidance about assessment is integrated into all teaching sessions
3. Ensure all resources are available to students via virtual learning environments and
other sources from the start of a program to enable students to take responsibility for
organizing their own learning
4. Clarify with students how all elements of assessment fit together and why they are
relevant and valuable
5. Provide explicit guidance to students on the requirements of assessment
6. Clarify with students the different forms and sources of feedback available including elearning opportunities
Evans (2013), p. 79
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Additional material: Concrete actions to
ensure students receive useful feedback (3/3)
7. Ensure early opportunities for students to undertake assessment and obtain feedback
8. Clarify the role of the student in the feedback process as an active participant and not
as purely receiver of feedback and with sufficient knowledge to engage in feedback
9. Provide opportunities for students to work with assessment criteria and to work with
examples of good work
10. Give clear and focused feedback on how students can improve their work including
signposting the most important areas to address
11. Ensure support is in place to help students develop self-assessment skills including
training in peer feedback possibilities including peer support groups;
12. Ensure training opportunities for staff to enhance shared understanding of assessment
requirements
6.4.2020
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Guest:
Sini Vihma
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Goals of the learning assignments
1. Reading assignments (two)
 Read the text so that you can discuss it with your peers in your small group
2. Teaching observations (two)
 Observe a class, focusing on a given theme
 Make notes and reflect on the observation
 Give feedback to the teacher observed
3. Group meetings (two)
 Reflect on the previous course session
 Discuss and reflect on the reading assignment
 Plan your teaching observation

6.4.2020
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Small groups
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Jyri Lahelma
Vuokko Meriläinen
Reetta Myllymäki
Janne Ojala

Eeva Heikkinen
Sari Kivioja
Jari Manninen
Pasi Pakula
Mikko Ristimäki

Orcum Erdem
Joshua Krute
Krisjanis Rijnieks
Iina-Alisa Wahl

Janne Hirvonen
Johanna Ilmarinen
Tiina Saivo
Jarkko Sopanen
Tatu Vuorio

Ville Arkonkoski
Eila Hietanen
Anna Leinonen
Lassi Savola
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Learning assignments for the next session
(1/3)
1. Reading assignment: DL 17.4.2020
Go to MyCourses→Day 1, and find the link for the book:
Hemminki, M., J., Leppänen, M. & Valovirta, T. 2013: Get inspired! A guide for
successful teaching
Read chapter 3, “How do I create an environment that supports learning?",
pp. 19-26

Read the text so that you can discuss it with your peers in your small group

6.4.2020
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Learning assignments for the next session
(2/3)
2. Teaching observation: DL 17.4.2020
 Visit an exercise class, if possible a class of one of your group members.
 Focus on interaction in the classroom and note down at least the
following: How was it created? What approaches were used? Which
aspects you found supported students' learning process? You can add
reflections and insights of your own.
 Be specific, positive and give constructive feedback. Use the feedback
form from MyCourses for this.
 Give your feedback to your peer/the teacher, and submit it in MyCourses
(Day 1) with the name of the observed peer/teacher removed.
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Learning assignments for the next session
(3/3)
3. Group work for the course: DL 17.4.2020
 Start your group work now: Arrange two meetings with your small group,
one before the next class and the other after (do it now).
 Plan your teaching observation and discuss the article.
 Submit your notes and reflections in MyCourses (Day 1): What did you
discuss? What did you observe? What did you think about the article?

Hand in
 Your notes, reflection and feedback given on the observation
 Notes on the group work; one for the entire group (put the names of
the group members on the document submitted)
6.4.2020
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Feedback time in Presemo:
What was good? What was new?
What would you change?
https://presemo.aalto.fi/tpm2020
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